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ABSTRACT In this work we report the thermal behavior (10-300 K) of the Soret band lineshape of deoxy and carbonmonoxy
derivatives of Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) and horse myoglobins together with their carbon monoxide recombination
kinetics after flash photolysis; the results are compared to analogous data relative to sperm whale myoglobin.
The Soret band profile is modeled as a Voigt function that accounts for the coupling with high and low frequency vibrational
modes, while inhomogeneous broadening is taken into account with suitable distributions of purely electronic transition fre-
quencies. This analysis makes it possible to isolate the various contributions to the overall lineshape that, in turn, give information
on structural and dynamic properties of the systems studied. The optical spectroscopy data point out sizable differences between
elephant myoglobin on one hand and horse and sperm whale myoglobins on the other. These differences, more pronounced
in deoxy derivatives, involve both the structure and dynamics of the heme pocket; in particular, elephant myoglobin appears
to be characterized by larger anharmonic contributions to soft modes than the other two proteins.
Flash photolysis data are analyzed as sums of kinetic processes with temperature-dependent fractional amplitudes, char-
acterized by discrete pre-exponentials and either discrete or distributed activation enthalpies. In the whole temperature range
investigated the behavior of elephant myoglobin appears to be more complex than that of horse and sperm whale myoglobins,
which is in agreement with the increased anharmonic contributions to soft modes found in the former protein. Thus, to satis-
factorily fit the time courses for CO recombination to elephant myoglobin five distinct processes are needed, only one of which
is populated over the whole temperature range investigated.
The remarkable convergence and complementarity between optical spectroscopy and flash photolysis data confirms the utility
of combining these two experimental techniques in order to gain new and deeper insights into the functional relevance of protein
fluctuations.
INTRODUCTION
The structure and, in more recent years, the dynamics of the
heme pocket distal side are thought to play an important role
in regulating the functional properties of heme proteins
(Braunstein et al., 1988; Di Iorio et al., 1987; Mims et al.,
1983). In comparative studies on heme proteins, sperm whale
myoglobin (Sw-Mb), the most studied and possibly best
known protein, is usually taken as the reference, and the role
of distal residues is investigated by examining both naturally
occurring and, more recently, recombinant mutants. The
choice of Sw-Mb as a reference is unquestionably related to
its high availability (at least until recently). However, from
a structural point of view there is no reason why Sw-Mb
should be taken as reference; to the contrary, a comparison
with other 61 myoglobins shows for instance that (a) at po-
sition 45 (CD3) all myoglobins have a lysine, the only ex-
ceptions being sperm whale and aardvark Mb, where it is
replaced by an arginine; (b) Glyl5 (A13) is replaced by an
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alanine only in the myoglobins from some whales and from
map and green sea turtle or by threonine in American alli-
gator Mb; (c) Gly35 (B16), present in most myoglobins, is
substituted by a serine, the same replacement occurring only
in grey and harbor seals (W. Yu and E. E. Di Iorio, unpub-
lished results). No comparative data are available which
prove that the structural differences between Sw-Mb and the
other myoglobins have functional implications, but we con-
sider it a safe policy to use horse Mb (Ho-Mb), in addition
to Sw-Mb, as a reference.
Elephant myoglobin (El-Mb) is particularly interesting for
investigations on distal side effects since in position 64 (E7)
carries a glutamine instead of the highly conserved histidine.
In addition to this important replacement, El-Mb displays 27
and 21 additional substitutions compared to Sw-Mb and to
Ho-Mb, respectively, only two of which are nonconserva-
tive. Thus El-Mb has a threonine at position 13 (Al1) re-
placing either a valine, an isoleucine, or an alanine present
in the other myoglobins, and a phenylalanine as residue 27
(B8) instead of a glutamic acid (in -70% of the other myo-
globins including also Ho-Mb) or an aspartic acid (in the
remaining myoglobins including Sw-Mb). Compared to
Sw-Mb, El-Mb is characterized by a markedly reduced auto-
oxidation rate (Romero-Herrera et al., 1981), an increased
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redox potential (Bartnicki et al., 1983), and a decreased CO
dissociation rate, the association constant being practically
unchanged (Romero-Herrera et al., 1981). The structure at
the distal side of the heme pocket of El-Mb has been in-
vestigated by two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy (Yu et al.,
1990; Vyas et al., 1993) and by resonance Raman (RR) spec-
troscopy (Kerr et al., 1985). The former investigation indi-
cates the presence of a phenylalanine in the heme pocket of
El-Mb located where a cavity is found in Sw-Mb and in-
teracting with the bound ligand; this leads to a crevice that
is both more crowded and hydrophobic than in Sw-Mb.
Moreover, hydrogen bonding of the glutamine NE proton to
the iron-bound ligand is present in cyano-met El-Mb, in anal-
ogy with that formed by the distal histidine N. proton in
Sw-Mb (Vyas et al., 1993). On the other hand, RR spectra
of carbonyl El-Mb show that the bound CO molecule is tilted
off the heme normal at least as much as in Sw-Mb (Kerr et al.,
1985). The peculiar functional properties of El-Mb men-
tioned above can all be rationalized in terms of steric and
hydrophobic effects at the heme pocket.
The particular structural situation proposed by Yu et al.
(1990) for the heme pocket of El-Mb renders this protein
particularly well suited for investigations on the interplay
between protein dynamics and steric phenomena.
Optical spectroscopy over broad temperature ranges (20-
300 K) have proved to be very useful for investigating the
stereodynamic properties of heme proteins (Cordone et al.,
1986; Cupane et al., 1988; Leone et al., 1987, 1992; Di Iorio
et al., 1991). In particular, for the Soret band ofheme proteins
a nonheuristic deconvolution of the measured spectra is pos-
sible, and the various contributions to the overall bandwidth
can be singled out (Di Pace et al., 1992; Cupane et al., 1993).
Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the spectra pro-
vides information on the relative importance of the various
mechanisms involved in determining the spectral line shapes,
including homogeneous broadening due to nonradiative de-
cay of the excited electronic state, coupling with high-
frequency nuclear vibrations (responsible for the vibronic
structure of the spectra), gaussian broadening due to the cou-
pling with a bath of low frequency motions, and inhomo-
geneous broadening due to conformational heterogeneity.
The thermal evolution of the Soret band, therefore, provides
information on the stereodynamic properties of the molecule
under investigation. On the other hand, flash photolysis mea-
surements on heme proteins, carried over broad temperature
ranges, allow for direct investigations of the interplay be-
tween dynamics and function (Austin et al., 1975; Steinbach
et al., 1991). This experimental approach has provided the
first evidence for structural heterogeneity in proteins, as a
consequence of fluctuations (Austin et al., 1975).
The combination of optical spectroscopy and flash pho-
tolysis for studies of protein dynamics has already proved
very useful (Di Iorio et al., 1991). In this work we apply the
two approaches to El-Mb, using Sw-Mb and Ho-Mb as ref-
alterations within the heme pocket on the interplay between
protein dynamics and function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples
Sw-Mb and Ho-Mb were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis,
MO) and used without further purificaition. Stock solutions (-6 X 10-4 M)
of these proteins were prepared immediately before use by dissolving an
appropriate amount of the lyophilized commercial product in 0.1 M phos-
phate buffer (pH 7.0). The resulting met-Mb solution was centrifuged to
remove any precipitate. Glycerol (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) and all other
chemicals were analytical grade and used without further purification.
El-Mb was prepared as a carbonyl derivative following a modification of
a previously described method (Wittenberg and Wittenberg, 1981). Elephant
skeletal muscle (-200 g) was washed with 20mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH 8.4)
containing 1 mM EDTA and homogenized with a Warren blender in four
volumes of the same buffer saturated with CO. The homogenate was spun
for 10 min at -10,000 X g and ammonium sulfate was added to the su-
pernatant, at 0°C and under continous stirring, up to 65% saturation. The
solution was kept above pH 8 by the addition ofammonium hydroxide. After
equilibration for 1 h, the precipitate was separated by centrifugation and the
supernatant was dialyzed against 20mM Tris/HCl pH 8.4, containing 1 mM
EDTA. The resulting solution was concentrated by ultrafitration under 300-
400 kPa of CO to a final volume of -10 ml before being applied on a
Sephadex G-100 (4 3.5 X 40 cm) equilibrated and eluted with the above
Tris-HCI buffer. The El-Mb containing fractions were pooled, concentrated
again to -10 ml, and applied on a DEAE Sephacell column (4 2.5 x 30
cm) equilibrated and eluted with the same Tris-HCI buffer. The fractions
containing only El-Mb, as judged from polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
carried out under denaturating and nondenaturating conditions, were con-
centrated to -6 mM and stored under liquid nitrogen in small aliquots to
be thawed immediately before use. For the conversion of the protein to the
oxy derivative the protein was exposed to intense illumination under a flux
of pure oxygen, as previously described (Di Iorio, 1981).
Optical spectroscopy
For spectrophotometric measurements on the carbonyl derivatives, the Mb
stock solution was carefully saturated with CO and subsequently treated
with dithionite under strictly anaerobic conditions. The resulting solution
was immediately diluted with water-cosolvent-buffer mixtures, also satu-
rated with CO, to a final composition of 0.1 M phosphate (pH 7 in water
at room temperature), 65% v/v glycerol, -6 X 10-6 M protein and -3 x
10-4 M dithionite. Preparation of the deoxy-Mb samples was done by thor-
ough deoxygenation in a tonometer of -10 ml of a solution containing 0.1
M phosphate (pH 7) in water at room temperature, 65% v/v glycerol, and
--10-5 M Mb, followed by the addition of 50 gl of a 2% dithionite solution,
prepared under strictly anaerobic conditions. Immediately after preparation
the sample, in the carbonyl or deoxy form, was transferred anaerobically to
a metacrylate cell (UV grade; Kartell, Milano, Italy) with a 1-cm path length
mounted in the cryostat.
Spectra in the 500-350 nm region were recorded in digital form at 0.4-nm
intervals with a Jasco Uvidec 650 spectrophotometer (Japan Spectroscopic
Co., Tokyo) set at a 0.4-nm bandwidth, a time constant of 1 s, and a scan
speed of 40 nm/min. All other experimental details were as previously de-
scribed (Cordone et al., 1986). We stress that our samples remained ho-
mogeneous and transparent at all temperatures; the absence of light scat-
tering due to sample cracking results in a remarkable stability of the baseline
with temperature and allows the data analysis described later.
The baseline, recorded at room temperature with the same cuvette used
for the measurements and filled with the water-cosolvent-buffer mixture
used for diluting the protein under investigation, was subtracted from each
erences, and try to gain information on the effect of structural
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becomes relevant below -370 nm. For this reason the spectral analysis was
limited to the region between 500 and 380 nm. Spectral deconvolutions were
performed on a Microway 1860 add-on board for IBM-PC (Microway Eu-
rope, Ltd., Kingston upon Thames, England), using a Marquardt-type (Mar-
quardt, 1963) nonlinear least-squares algorithm. The 67% confidence limits
on the fitted parameters were calculated by inversion of the curvature matrix
(Bevington, 1969, pp. 242-245), within the approximation of a parabolic x2
hypersurface around the minimum.
To isolate the Soret band from the background generated by other elec-
tronic transitions, the absorbance at 490 nm was brought to a common value
(0 and 0.02, respectively, for the CO and deoxy derivatives) for all the
spectra and a gaussian component, centered at 29,000 cm-' for the carbonyl
and at 27,000 cm-' for the deoxy samples, was included in the analysis to
account for contributions due to the N band.
An analytical expression for the Soret band profile at various tempera-
tures is obtained by considering a single electronic transition coupled with
several harmonic, Franck-Condon active, vibrational modes and treating the
system within the Born-Oppenheimer and Condon approximations. Details
on the theoretical approach used have been given in previous publications
(Di Pace et al., 1992; Cupane et al., 1993). Here we report only a short
summary.
It has been shown that absorbance at frequency v can be written as a
Voigtian (i.e., a gaussian convolution of lorentzians):
X Nh Sm.e-S-
A(v) = Mv ei
m,, mNh (1)
F 1
-v/aXv -vo- Nm,Rvi(g)]2 + r2 ev2
whereM is a constant proportional to the square of the electric dipole mo-
ment, F is a damping factor related to the finite lifetime of the excited state
(homogeneous broadening), the product extends to all high-frequency vi-
brational modes (i.e., with hvi >> kBT) coupled to the electronic transition,
the summations to their occupation numbers, vi, Si, and Ri, are, respectively,
the frequency, linear, and quadratic coupling constants for the ith high fre-
quency mode, and vo can be safely assumed, for the Soret band, to be the
peak frequency. The symbol ® indicates the convolution operator. Coupling
of the electronic transition with low-frequency modes (i.e., with frequency
smaller than the observed bandwidth) is treated within the "short times
approximation" (Chan and Page, 1983); this brings about the convolution
with a gaussian lineshape and contributes the temperature-dependent terms
o2(T) and vo(T) (see Eqs. 4 and 5 below), respectively, to the linewidth and
peak position of the band.
Further contributions to the spectral linewidth are given by inhomoge-
neous broadening effects arising from different conformational substates
and heme environments (Frauenfelder et al., 1988). For the ligated deriva-
tives, due to the in-plane position of the iron atom, inhomogeneous broad-
ening contributions can be modeled as a gaussian distribution of purely
electronic transitions (voo), thus contributing an additional term (orin) to the
width of the gaussian component of the Voigtian in Eq. 1. For the deoxy
derivative, it has been suggested (Srajer et al., 1986; Srajer and Champion,
1991) that the energy of the 7r -* 7r electronic transition responsible for the
Soret band depends upon the position of the iron atom relative to the heme
plane, and therefore
voo = voo(Q = 0) + aQ + bQ2 (2)
where Q is a generalized iron coordinate representing both the out-of-
plane displacement and other angular coordinates, and a and b are param-
eters that reflect the electronic properties of the iron-porphyrin system.
Usually only the quadratic dependence is considered and the linear term
in Eq. 2 is neglected (Srajer et al., 1986; Srajer and Champion, 1991;
Cupane et al., 1993). The coordinate Q is assumed to have a statistical
distribution of width 8 around the mean coordinate position Qo that
brings about a nongaussian distribution of transition frequencies. The re-
sulting analytical expression, which suitably describes the Soret band
lineshape for the deoxy derivatives, is
A(v) = V(v) 0 1 exp [(v - VO)' + Qo /b]2A(v)
~28N (v- ~v)2,rb [exS2
+ exp( v - vo)" J- (3)
where V(v) is given by Eq. 1.
The analysis of the Soret absorption spectra of ligated and deoxy de-
rivatives is based on fittings of the experimental data to Eqs. 1 and 3,
respectively. Details on the numerical calculations have been given in pre-
vious publications (Di Pace et al., 1992; Cupane et al., 1993). The fitting
parameters are M, F, Si, a,, vo, and, only for the deoxy derivatives,
Q0X/band 8V%/. v; values relative to high frequency modes are taken from
resonance Raman (RR) spectra reported in the literature (Tsubaki et al.,
1982; Kerr et al., 1985; Asher et al., 1981; Bangcharoenpaurpong et al.,
1984). The most coupled modes are those centered at 350, 676, 1100, and
1374 cm-' for CO derivatives and 370, 674, and 1357 cm-' for the deoxy,
whereas other less coupled modes do not contribute significantly to the
lineshapes and are therefore neglected. It is worth mentioning that in RR
spectra of heme proteins 676 cm-' and 1375 cm-' for the CO derivatives,
and, respectively, 674 cm-' and 1357 cm-' for the deoxy, correspond to very
sharp lines and are thought to arise from in-plane vibrational modes of the
heme group, that is, V7 9CaCbN and v4 = SCaN, respectively (Spiro,
1983). On the contrary, 350 cm-' (or 370 cm-') and 1100 cm-' are "average
effective" frequencies accounting for several quasi-degenerate peaks. Both
in-plane and out-of-plane modes contribute to these spectral regions. For
deoxy derivatives we also attempted to include in the fittings coupling to
the 1100 cm-' mode, but the resulting linear coupling strength turned out
to be smaller than 0.01. At low temperatures, Si values are rather well
determined in view of the clear vibronic structure of the band (see Fig. 2);
therefore, to avoid fitting ambiguities arising from line broadening and con-
sequent difficulties in resolving the high-temperature vibronic structure,
parameters Si were determined from the low-temperature spectra and kept
fixed at such values in the analysis of the spectra recorded at high tem-
peratures. Temperature-independent Si values are in agreement with pre-
vious reports (Di Pace et al., 1992; Cupane et al., 1993; Schomacker and
Champion, 1989). Ri were assumed to be --1.
Within the harmonic approximation and considering the coupling of the
Soret band with a "bath" of low-frequency modes, the temperature depen-
dence of the parameters o2 and vo in Eqs. 1 and 3 can be expressed as
C-2 = NSR2(v)2coth(h(v)/2kT) + c2i,
vo = voo- ¼4N<v>(l - R)coth(h(v)/2kT) + C
(4)
(5)
where (v), S, and R are the effective frequency, linear, and quadratic cou-
pling constants of the low-frequency bath, N is the number of soft modes,
voo is the frequency of the purely electronic (0-0) transition, and C takes
into account other temperature-independent contributions to the peak po-
sition of the band. As already discussed, the term o-4,, in Eq. 4 was used only
in the case of CO derivatives since for the deoxy spectra the effect of in-
homogeneous broadening is taken into account by the parameter S/.
Flash photolysis
The samples were prepared for flash photolysis measurements and data were
collected and averaged as previously described (Di Iorio et al., 1991, 1993;
Richter and Di Iorio, 1991). Final concentrations in the samples were: 0.1
M phosphate (pH 7 in water at room temperature), 75% v/v glycerol, and
-10-4 M Mb; trace amounts of dithionite were also present, and the so-
lutions were saturated with pure CO at room temperature. Details on the
iterative global least-squares procedure used for the analysis of the data and
for the determination of the 67% confidence limits on the fitted parameters
are given elsewhere (Di Iorio et al., 1991, and references therein). The
models used for the fittings were always a sum of processes with discrete
Cupane et al. 2463
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pre-exponentials and either discrete or distributed activation enthalpies. The
total number of processes and the use of a discrete or distributed activation
enthalpy model was decided on the basis of an F-test (Bevington, 1969, pp.
195-202). Following this strategy, traces recorded between 40 K and 210
K have been analyzed using the sum of three kinetic processes, each char-
acterized by distinct distributions of activation enthalpy and discrete
preexponentials. The absorbance change relative to trace j at time t and
temperature Tj was thus defined as
AAj(t) = AAtowXjfifj dH
0 (6)
* gi,j (H) * exp[- k0o exp(- T)
with the condition that the sum of the fractionsfij is 1. The parameterization
of the enthalpy distribution, which represents the probability of finding the
protein in a conformational substate characterized by an activation enthalpy
between H and H + dH, was done using the following modification of the
Young and Bowne (1985) model:
gi,j(H) =HHP-*4j' -i exp(-+tp*-H) (7)
normalized to unity area.
Therefore, the parameters to be determined for each component i and
trace j were the time zero amplitude AAt,al j, the fractions fij, the pre-
exponentials kOij, Hpeak ij, and Tij. Whenever any of the parameters did
not appreciably change from trace to trace they were assumed to have the
same value for the whole set of data being analyzed and were treated as a
single variable. As an example, each of the three kinetic processes used to
approximate the data recorded in the 40-110 K and in the 120-180 K
ranges was considered to have temperature-independent AAtotai, ko, Hpeak,
and I, while the fractions f were left free to vary for each component i
and trace j.
Data collected between 220 K and 230 K were analyzed using a sum of
two distributed and one exponential process, and those referring to the 240-
280 K range were treated as sum of one distributed and two discrete pro-
cesses. Only traces recorded at 290K and 300 K have been analyzed in terms
of a sum of two components, one distributed and one discrete.
EPR spectroscopy
For the EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) measurements nitrosyl Mb
was prepared by treatment with nitrite and ascorbate (Trittelvitz et al., 1975).
For this purpose 100 pJl of a -4 mM stock solution of carbonyl El-Mb, in
20 mM phosphate (pH 7), were extensively purged with nitrogen before
being treated with 8 gl of 2.5 M sodium ascorbate and 20 p.l of 2.5 M sodium
nitrite (both titrated to pH 7) and mixed with 72 ,gl of 0.55 M citrate buffer.
The solution was then transferred to the EPR tube and immediately frozen
in liquid nitrogen. The pH of the solutions was measured at the end of the
measurements. EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ESP 300 spectrom-
eter equipped with a helium cooling system from Air Products. Standard
mode first-derivative spectra were taken at 77 K with 100 MHz field modu-
lation. For resolution enhancement, the second derivatives have been com-
puted from the digitized experimental spectra.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical spectroscopy
Fig. 1 shows the 20 K spectra of carbonyl and deoxy El-Mb
together with the profiles obtained from their analysis in
terms of Eqs. 1 and 3, respectively. Analogous data on
Ho-Mb (data not shown) display features very similar to
those reported in previous publications for Sw-Mb (Di Pace
coupling constants for the high-frequency modes and of the
lorentzian width F, obtained from fittings of the spectra of
the three proteins to Eqs. 1 and 3, are reported in Table 1.
Interesting information can already be obtained from this
first set of data; indeed, although the linear coupling con-
stants Si relative to El-Mb-CO compare quite well with those
relative to Ho-Mb-CO and Sw-Mb-CO, sizable differences
are found for the deoxy derivatives (see Table 1). Thus, for
El-Mb the linear coupling constants for the 370 and 1357
cm-1 modes are considerably smaller than those observed in
Sw-Mb and Ho-Mb, whereas for the 674 cm-' mode Si is
larger. Considering that the Soret band arises from a n --r*
electronic transition within the heme ring and that the heme
is planar in CO derivatives while being domed in the deoxy
derivatives, we suggest that this feature arises from differ-
ences in heme doming between El-Mb and Sw or Ho-Mb;
plausibly, this is related to the crowding of the El-Mb heme
pocket observed by NMR spectroscopy (Yu et al., 1990;
Vyas et al., 1993) and described in the introduction. More-
over, the reduced intensity of the peaks in the 300-400 cm-1
region of the RR spectra of El-Mb compared with Sw-Mb
(Kerr et al., 1985) agreeswith the smaller S370value obtained
in this work. In spite of the fact that the low temperature
values of F are the same for the three proteins and equally
influenced by changes in the ligation state (Table 1), the
abrupt change of F reported by Di Pace et al. (1992) for
Sw-Mb-CO at the solvent glass transition (-180 K) is also
observed for Ho-Mb-CO but not for El-Mb-CO (data not
shown). This is plausibly related to peculiar structural fea-
tures of the heme pocket in El-Mb: indeed, an increased
crowding of the distal heme pocket in El-Mb could prevent
(or at least greatly hinder) a change in the tilting of the bound
CO molecule relative to the heme normal, which has been
suggested to be responsible for the F change observed in
Sw-Mb-CO (Di Pace et al., 1992). It is worth mentioning that
large uncertainties in the estimates of F and of Si can be
excluded in view of the almost lorentzian shape displayed by
the red edge of the Soret band and of its clear vibronic struc-
ture at low temperatures. This is shown in Fig. 2, where we
compare the 20 K spectra of the deoxy derivatives of El-Mb,
Ho-Mb, and Sw-Mb after subtraction of the N band and suit-
able peak frequency shift; it is unequivocal that the red edge
shape is the same in the three spectra (leading to equal values
of F), whereas the coupling with the 674 cm-1 mode is siz-
ably larger for El-Mb than for Ho-Mb and Sw-Mb.
The temperature dependence of vo and o2 is depicted in
Figs. 3 and 4. For the three proteins, Eqs. 4 and 5 cannot
describe the temperature dependence of these two parameters
in the whole 20-300 K range. This fact is obvious for vo (see
Fig. 3). For the particular case of o2 (Fig. 4) we wish to
emphasize that, for T-> oo, Eq. 4 becomes a straight line
whose intercept at T = 0 gives (Tin, while the straight line
tangent to the high-temperature experimental points extrapo-
lates at T = 0 to physically meaningless negative o2in values.
A proper fitting of the thermal behavior of vo and o2 to Eqs.
4 and 5, respectively, can only be performed in the range
2464 Biophysical Journal
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FIGURE 1 Spectra of El-Mb-CO (left) and
El-Mb (right) at 20 K. Circles represent the ex-
perimental points and the continuous lines the fit-
tings in terms of Eqs. 1 and 3 respectively as well
as c6ntributions from the N band and from the
"naked" Soret band. For the sake of clarity not all
experimental points have been reported. The re-
siduals between the experimental and fitted spec-
tra are given in the upper panels on an expanded
scale.
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TABLE 1 Low-temperature (T = 20 K) linear coupling constants of the high-frequency modes and F values for the proteins
investigated
S370 S674 S1lOO S1357 F/cm-1
El-Mb <0.01 0.34 ± 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 170 ± 8
Ho-Mb 0.36 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.02 <0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 170 ± 10
Sw-Mb 0.32 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02 <0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 180 ± 10
S350 S676 S1lOO S1374 F/cm-1
El-MbCO 0.09 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.005 0.09 ± 0.01 210 ± 10
Ho-MbCO 0.10 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.005 0.09 ± 0.01 213 ± 8
Sw-MbCO 0.12 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.008 0.09 ± 0.01 211 ± 7
20-160 K for the CO derivatives and in the range 20-110 K
for the deoxy derivatives. The continuous lines in Figs. 3 and
4 refer to such fittings, and the corresponding values of the
parameters are reported in Table 2. The above finding in-
dicates that for the three proteins investigated and in both
-0.1 0 0.1 0.2
AFrequency(1 /p)
FIGURE 2 Soret band of Sw-Mb (continuous line), Ho-Mb (dotted line),
and El-Mb (dashed line) at 20 K. The profiles have been obtained from the
experimental spectra by subtraction of the N band, suitable shift along the
frequency axis and intensity normalization.
ligation states there is a sizable coupling of the X---* 7r* tran-
sition responsible for the Soret band with a bath of low-
frequency modes characterized, in the three proteins, by
similar mean effective frequencies as well as linear and qua-
dratic coupling constants. The results of this analysis show
that the low temperature values of vo (Fig. 3) or, equivalently,
of voo + C (Table 2), are smaller for El-Mb than for Sw-Mb
and Ho-Mb, irrespective of the ligation state. This finding
confirms the peculiar electronic properties of the iron-
porphyrin system in El-Mb as compared to the other two
myoglobins. The deviations of o2 from the behavior pre-
dicted by Eq. 4 occurring at high temperatures are evident in
Fig. 4 for the three proteins; such deviations have been at-
tributed to anharmonicity in nuclear motions (Di Pace et al.,
1992).A peculiar increase ofthe average atomic fluctuations,
occurring at temperatures higher than ~-180 K, emerges from
several investigations on a number of different proteins,
based on independent experimental and computational ap-
proaches (Doster et al., 1989; Krupianskii et al., 1990;
Loncharich and Brooks, 1990; Parak, 1989; Smith et al.,
1990; Winkler et al., 1990) and has been attributed to a tran-
sition in protein mobility from a low-temperature behavior
characterized by essentially harmonic oscillations of the nu-
clei around their equilibrium positions to a high-temperature
--------- we
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FIGURE 3 Temperature dependence of vo val-
ues relative to elephant (leftpanels; squares), horse
(center panels; triangles), and sperm whale myo-
globin (right panels; circles). Open symbols and
upper panels refer to CO derivatives, full symbols
and lower panels to deoxy ones. The continuous
lines represent fittings of the data in the temperature
range 20-160 K (CO derivatives) and 20-110 K
(deoxy derivatives) in terms of Eq.5. Typical error
bars are reported.
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behavior characterized by a rapid interconversion among dif-
ferent conformational substates of the biomolecule. We wish
to stress, however, that our technique probes only motions
coupled with the 7r -- 7T* electronic transition responsible
for the Soret band and therefore internal protein motions
localized in the proximity of the heme.
The data illustrated in Fig. 5, where the difference Ao2
between the experimental points and the continuous curves
of Fig. 4 is plotted against temperature, show that the an-
harmonic contributions are higher for El-Mb than for the
other two proteins. Furthermore, the data also indicate clear
differences between the two ligation states. In particular,
Fig. 5 shows that the anharmonic contributions are consis-
tently larger in the deoxy than in the CO derivatives; this fact
confirms the already suggested (Cupane et al., 1993) stabi-
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FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of o2 val-
ues. Panels and symbols as in Fig.3. The continuous
lines represent fittings ofthe data in the temperature
range 20-160K(CO derivatives) and 20-110K (de-
oxy derivatives) in terms of Eq. 4. Typical error
bars are reported.
lizing effect of the liganded CO molecule on the dynamics
of the heme pocket. Moreover, whereas for the CO deriva-
tives the deviation of o2 from harmonic behavior starts at
-180 K, for the deoxy derivatives the same phenomenon
occurs at a lower temperature (-110 K); this fact suggests
that in the deoxy derivatives nonharmonic contributions to
nuclear motions are already present below the glass transition
of the external matrix. However, as clearly appears from
Fig. 5, differences between El-Mb and Sw- (or Ho-) Mb are
present only at temperatures greater than 210 K, where Ao2
values relative to El-Mb are larger than those relative to the
other two proteins.
As already mentioned, we attribute the differences be-
tween the coupling constants relative to the deoxy deriva-
tives of El-Mb on one side and Sw-Mb and Ho-Mb on the
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TABLE 2 Values of the parameters obtained by fitting the ao and vo behavior in the temperature range 20-160 K
(CO derivatives) and 20-110 K (deoxy derivatives) in terms of Eqs 3 and 4
NS* (v)/cm1l Rt (vOO + C)/cm-1 Oi./cm'1§
El-Mb 0.2 ± 0.1 167 ± 15 1.01 ± 0.005 22,530 ± 2
Ho-Mb 0.4 ± 0.1 153 ± 10 1.02 ± 0.005 22,590 + 2
Sw-Mb 0.5 ± 0.1'l 132 ± 10' 1.02 ± 0.004 22,629 ± 2
El-MbCO 0.4 ± 0.1 190 ± 10 1.01 ± 0.005 23,404 ± 4 40 ± 30
Ho-MbCO 0.4 ± 0.1 179 ± 10 1.01 ± 0.005 23,553 ± 5 35 ± 20
Sw-MbCO 0.3 ± 0.2 180 ± 30 1.01 ± 0.002 23,567 ± 4 53 ± 38
* NS values were obtained under the assumption R2 1.
t The R values reported are obtained by assuming the coupling with N = 50 low-frequency modes.
§ For the deoxy derivatives inhomogeneous broadening is taken into account by the parameter 8 (see Fig. 6).
'NS and (v) values relative to Sw-Mb reported in this work are slightly different from the analogous ones (NS = 0.7 and (v) = 110) reported previously
(Cupane et al., 1993). This is due to the fact that, in order to avoid the systematic misfits observed for deoxyhemoglobin and myoglobin at temperatures
around 100 K and clearly evident in Fig. 4 of the paper by Cupane et al. 1993, fittings of the o- thermal behavior have been restricted, for the deoxy derivatives,
to the temperature range 20-110 K.
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FIGURE 5 Differences between o(2 values
and extrapolated harmonic behavior. Left
panel and open symbols refer to the CO de-
rivatives, right panel and full symbols to the
deoxy ones. Symbols as in Fig. 3; typical error
bars are reported.
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other to changes in heme doming. This interpretation finds
further support in the data depicted in Fig. 6, where we re-
port the values of parameters Q0x/i and S\/'b (see Eq. 3)
as a function of temperature. In particular, the larger val-
ues of Q0/b- found for El-Mb could be related to the
presence of a linear term in Eq. 2; however, in view of the
structural properties of El-Mb heme pocket, inferred from
NMR investigations (Yu et al., 1990; Vyas et al., 1993),
the assumption that the parameter b is the same for the
three myoglobins investigated does not seem to be justi-
fied. Although a detailed interpretation of the data reported
in Fig. 6 must await the solution of the three-dimensional
structure of El-Mb, differences in the heme geometry in
El-Mb with respect to the other two proteins are suggested
by the behavior of Q0 . Furthermore, the low-
temperature values of 6 b relative to El-Mb are consis-
tently lower than those of Sw-Mb and Ho-Mb, in agree-
ment with findings relative to c2 (Fig. 4, bottom).
Moreover, the sharp increase in B\/i for El-Mb starting
at -230 K (Fig. 6) confirms the behavior of Ao-2 reported
in the right panel of Fig. 5 and indicates that the effect is
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not to be ascribed to artifacts arising from a compensation
between Ao2 and 8N/b.
Flash photolysis
Also from the kinetic point of view, El-Mb displays pecu-
liarities compared to Sw-Mb and Ho-Mb. The results de-
scribed hereafter show that El-Mb is uncommon both for the
number of kinetic components needed to describe its CO
binding and for their thermal evolution, whereas Ho-Mb and
Sw-Mb exhibit similar behavior (Table 3). We recall here
that the kinetics of CO rebinding to Sw-Mb after flash pho-
tolysis can be described by a two-well model (Steinbach
et al., 1991). The inner barrier, located at the heme iron, is
characterized by a temperature-independent distribution of
enthalpy barriers up to 160 K; above this temperature protein
relaxation occurs and the barrier distribution shifts by about
10 kJ/mol to higher enthalpies. The outer barrier is that be-
tween the solvent and the heme pocket; at temperatures
higher than 210 K ligand molecules can migrate through the
fluctuating protein, and rebinding from the solvent (expo-
nential in time since the barriers are averaged) can occur.
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FIGURE 6 Temperature dependence of
Qo\/; (left) and of8\/ (right). Symbols as
in Fig. 3. Error bars at high temperature are
shown; at low temperature the errors decrease
by more than a factor of two.
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TABLE 3 Values of the fitting parameters for the five processes used to analyze the CO binding kinetics to El-Mb
El-Mb El-Mb El-Mb El-Mb El-Mb
Process I Process II Process III Process IV Process V Ho-Mb SW-Mb* 13-chains*
HP,& 1.92 6.12 19.93 29.81 13.81 11.68 5.22
p 1.64 5.66 18.40t 28.88§ 33.65 36.84" 13.14 10.59 4.62(KJ/mol) 1.42 5.11 16.58 26.85 12.87 9.73 4.01
(KJ/Hol) 2.50 3.65 6.15 3.3311 0 9.25 9.12 6.03
/ko 8.56 8.81 11.06 10.78 9.30 9.41 9.33 9.74log(s-i 8.46 7.87 10.95 10.03 9.18 9.11 9.01 9.638.35 7.01 10.02 9.82 9.01 8.92 8.81 9.52
The corresponding parameters for the pocket process of Ho- and Sw-Mb and those relative to the major low temperature kinetic component of the (3
hemoglobin chains are also given. The FWHM is not a fitting parameter and is computed from the g(H) distribution as defined by Hpea and t/ (Eq. 7);
their 67% confidence limits, computed from those of the fitting parameters, never exceed 13%.
* From Di Iorio et al., 1991.
* Between 40 and 180 K. See Fig. 8.
§ Between 120 and 180 K. See Fig. 8.
'Temperature dependent. See Fig. 8.
Between 120 and 180 K. See Fig. 9.
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FIGURE 7 Time courses for CO recombination to
El-Mb after photolysis at representative temperatures.
Symbols refer to the experimental data while the con-
tinous curves have been obtained from the fitting pa-
rameters listed in Table 3 and reported in Figs. 8 and 9.
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Representative kinetic traces for CO recombination to
El-Mb in 75% glycerol, measured between 40 and 300 K, are
illustrated in Fig. 7 along with the curves obtained by global
fitting. The situation is more complicated than that found for
Ho-Mb and Sw-Mb, since five distinct processes are needed
to account for the kinetic traces over the whole temperature
range; the values of the fitting parameters that characterize
these processes are given in Figs. 8 and 9 and in Table 3.
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FIGURE 8 Temperature dependence of the activation enthalpy for pro-
cesses III, IV, and V used to describe CO recombination to El-Mb after
photolysis. While for processes III and V the activation enthalpy is dis-
tributed over the whole temperature range, for process IV this is the case
only up to 230 K, above which temperature the kinetic process becomes
exponential in time. The Hpeak values for process III between 210 K and 290
K are affected by errors between those given for 200 K and 300 K.
Process I displays a narrow g(H) distribution (full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) = 2.5 kJ/mol) peaked at only 1.6
kJ/mol (Table 3) and dominates at very low temperatures;
however, its amplitude starts decreasing above -100 K and
drops to zero at -210 K (Fig. 10). Very low peak activation
enthalpies for CO rebinding have been reported for free heme
(Alberding et al., 1976) and for cases in which photolysis
dissociates both axial ligands of the iron (Huang et al., 1991;
Di Iorio et al., 1993). However, two independent lines of
evidence exclude the possibility that process I can be attrib-
uted to the photodissociation of the bond with the proximal
histidine. The kinetic deoxy-carbonyl difference spectrum of
El-Mb, reconstructed from the time zero amplitude of the
kinetic traces recorded at 15 K as a function of wavelength
(data not shown), does not show any feature that would in-
dicate the rupture of the proximal bond. Furthermore, EPR
spectra of reduced El-Mb-NO, recorded as a function of pH,
show that the proximal bond is particularly strong in this
protein since the typical nine-line hyperfine pattern, resulting
from an overlap of the spectral contributions due to the ni-
trogens of the NO and of the proximal histidine (Bartnicki
et al., 1983; Desideri et al., 1984; Trittelvitz et al., 1975), is
very well resolved even at 77 K and still dominates at pH
values as low as 4.3; moreover, the conversion to the char-
acteristic triplet spectrum, typical of the penta-coordinated
species (Desideri et al., 1984; Wailand and Olson, 1974),
occurs only at pH 3.7, when most of the protein precipitates
during sample preparation (data not shown). Having ex-
cluded the rupture of the proximal bond as being responsible,
we attribute the low peak activation enthalpy of process I to
CO recombination from the immediate vicinity of the heme
iron, implying that after photolysis the ligand cannot travel
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FIGURE 9 Temperature dependence of the width of the enthalpy distri-
bution relative to process IV in the kinetics of CO binding to El-Mb. Above
230 K this kinetic step is exponential in time.
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FIGURE 10 Temperature dependence of the amplitude of the five pro-
cesses used to describe the kinetics of CO binding to El-Mb. The 67%
confidence limits for the fractional amplitude of the various processes never
exceed 2.2%. More details about the model used for the fitting of the data
are given under Materials and Methods.
a long distance before it rebinds. Structural requirements for
this phenomenon to occur are a crowded heme pocket and/or
a strong interaction of the bound ligand with distal residues.
The presence of an additional phenylalanine in the heme
pocket of El-Mb interacting with the bound ligand (Yu et al.,
1990; Vyas et al., 1993) supports this hypothesis. A strong
contribution of steric phenomena to the ligand binding be-
havior of El-Mb is also indicated by the thermal evolution of
the CO binding kinetics and is consistent with the interpre-
tation given hereafter for processes II through IV.
Process II, even though it is necessary to properly fit the
kinetics of CO rebinding between 40 and 100 K, is moder-
ately populated even at very low temperatures, and its am-
plitude drops to zero already at 110 K (Fig. 10). Based on this
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experimental evidence, we attribute process II to CO recom-
bination within protein molecules in which the photolysed
ligand moves away from the immediate vicinity of the heme
iron and populates a flashed-off state within the highly
crowded heme pocket. This kind of "cage effect" is likely to
occur only at very low temperatures, when only low-
amplitude vibrational motions can take place, and therefore
is bound to progressively disappear as temperature rises, as
observed experimentally. The high entropic contribution to
the free energy of ligand binding for process II (Table 3)
probably reflects a considerable degree of disorder for the
flashed-off state. In concomitance with the disappearence of
process II, the amplitude of process I starts to decrease and
process IV sets in. A plausible explanation for this complex
behavior is provided by computational work (Loncharich and
Brooks, 1990) showing, with molecular dynamics simula-
tions of Sw-Mb, that soft dihedral transitions begin to occur
at -100 K. Based on this finding, we postulate that the onset
of torsional motions, not necessarily of proper dihedral tran-
sitions, is responsible for the inversion in the thermal evo-
lution of the amplitude of process I as well as for the dis-
appearance of process II and for the appearance of process
IV at -110 K.
Only process III is populated in the whole 40-300 K tem-
perature range, and therefore it can be identified as the "clas-
sical pocket process" already described in the literature for
ligand binding to a number of heme proteins (Austin et al.,
1975; Di Iorio et al., 1991; Di Iorio, 1992; Doster et al., 1982
and 1987; Stetzkowski et al., 1985). Below 180 K the peak
activation enthalpy of process III is about 18 kJ/mol, con-
siderably higher than the -10 kJ/mol reported in the litera-
ture for the low-temperature pocket process in Sw-Mb or the
--13 kJ/mol found for Ho-Mb (Table 3). An increase in the
values ofHpeak is consistent with a more crowded heme crev-
ice due to a stronger contribution of steric phenomena to the
ligand binding enthalpy. Furthermore, process III has a pre-
exponential of -10-11 s-1, almost two orders of magnitude
larger than in Sw-Mb and in Ho-Mb (Table 3); this is con-
sistent with a reduction of the "effective volume" of the heme
pocket that in turn brings about a lower entropic contribution
to the free energy barrier for ligand recombination and leads
to a higher pre-exponential (Braunstein et al., 1988; Frauen-
felder and Wolynes, 1985). The peak position of the g(H)
relative to process III increases by -2 kJ/mol between - 180
and -200 K (Fig. 4), indicating protein "relaxation" (Agmon
and Hopfield, 1983; Steinbach et al., 1991). The complexity
of the kinetics and the time resolution of our traces do not
enable an accurate determination of the Hpeak above 200 K;
for this reason we cannot give a precise estimate of the en-
thalpy increase upon relaxation. However, an upper limit for
Hpeak of process III of about 25-26 kJ/mol at 300 K can be
determined, thus implying that the All value linked to re-
laxation cannot be higher than -8 kJ/mol. Process III, which
accounts for only -5% of the total absorbance change at 50
K, becomes more and more relevant as temperature increases
up to 200-210 K, where it represents nearly 80% of the total
signal difference between the fully ligated and the com-
pletely deoxy states. Above 210 K the amplitude of process
III decreases again and around 260 K reaches a plateau at
-20%.
Another peculiarity in the kinetic behavior of El-Mb is the
presence, above -110 K, of process IV, which displays a
particularly interesting thermal evolution. Below - 180K the
enthalpy distribution of this process is temperature indepen-
dent and is characterized by an Hpeak of -28 kJ/mol and a
FWHM of -7 kJ/mol (Figs. 4 and 6). Conversely, above
--180 K both the width and the peak value of g(H) are tem-
perature dependent. The enthalpy distribution becomes pro-
gressively narrower as temperature rises, leading to an ex-
ponential binding above -240 K. On the other hand, the peak
enthalpy increases from -28 kJ/mol at -180 K to nearly 33
kJ/mol at -220 K and then starts decreasing to reach again
-28 kJ/mol at -260 K. Furthermore, the fractional ampli-
tude of process IV is strongly influenced by temperature: it
starts from zero below 110 K and increases to more than 0.5
at -230 K to drop again to zero at -290K. On the basis of
these features we propose that process IV is related to a
dynamic channel within the protein matrix through which the
ligand can migrate, a ri-edition of the matrix process in the
multibarrier model (Ansari et al., 1986; Austin et al., 1975;
Di Iorio, 1992). The probability of the photolyzed CO mol-
ecule entering the channel is proportional to the frequency
with which the "dynamic gate" opens and therefore rises with
temperature. At --180 K (the solvent glass transition tem-
perature; Cordone et al., 1988) in addition to local motions
of the residue(s) acting as a "channel gate," further fluctua-
tions involving larger areas of the protein set in, and most
likely because of protein relaxation, the free energy for li-
gand recombination increases. At -220K process V (solvent
process, exponential in time) starts to be populated. The onset
of ligand exchange between the protein interior and the sur-
rounding medium indicates that the whole protein-solvent
system has started fluctuating. Under these conditions the
effect of local motions is, in our interpretation, reduced by
fluctuations of the surrounding structure and therefore the
activation enthalpy of process IV starts decreasing when pro-
cessV sets in. Furthermore, above the glass transition the rate
of interconversion between the "gate opened" and "gate
closed" conformations increases progressively and therefore
the width of the g(H) distribution for process IV decreases
up to a point (-240 K) at which the process becomes ex-
ponential. In light of this explanation it can be speculated that
processes II and IV are associated with motions of the same
group of atoms acting as a trap for the photolyzed ligand
below 110 K and as a channel gate at higher temperatures.
Correlation between optical spectroscopy and
flash photolysis data
The hierarchical organization of motions in proteins, already
proposed by Ansari et al. (1985), is nicely evidenced by the
results described in this paper. It is very fortunate that the
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structural features of El-Mb are such that the sequence with
which dynamic events evolve as temperature increases can
be followed in detail; this can be attributed to a delicate
interplay between proximal and steric phenomena that in-
crease the "sensitivity" of the heme as a "probe" for detecting
fluctuations, which are common (although to different ex-
tent) to all proteins. The convergence between optical
spectroscopy and flash photolysis results makes it possible
to suggest explanations for some of the observations that
otherwise are not interpretable on the basis of either one of
the experimental approaches alone.
In what follows we compare flash photolysis data with
optical spectroscopy results concerning the deoxy deriva-
tives; of course, we are aware of the fact that, at least at
temperatures below 160 K, flash photolysis experiments
monitor the kinetics of CO rebinding to protein molecules
that have not relaxed to the equilibrium deoxy conformation.
Optical spectroscopy data show that for the deoxy de-
rivatives of the three myoglobins investigated nonharmonic
fluctuations start at about 110 K (Fig. 5, right). As mentioned
above, torsional motions (Loncharich and Brooks, 1990)
may be involved. On the other hand, flash photolysis data
show that only for El-Mb is CO rebinding sensitive to these
motions; in fact, at about 100 K process II disappears, the
amplitude of process I starts to decrease and that of process
III increases, and process IV sets in. In contrast, for Sw-Mb
and Ho-Mb, a single process with a temperature-independent
enthalpy distribution is sufficient to fit the kinetics of CO
rebinding up to -160 K (Steinbach et al., 1991; data in Table
3). This points out the subtle interplay between steric and
dynamic effects that are relevant to protein function: the non-
harmonic fluctuations starting at - 110 K (that are a pre-
requisite for substate interconversion) likely constitute, fol-
lowing Frauenfelder (1985), "functionally important
motions" (FIMs) for El-Mb, due to the crowded structure of
its heme pocket, while the same motions are likely to be
"biologically unimportant motions" (BUMs) for Sw- or
Ho-Mb, in view of the more open structure of their heme
pockets.
Optical spectroscopy data show also that at temperatures
higher than -200 K El-Mb starts behaving differently from
both Sw- and Ho-Mb. This is consistently evidenced by the
thermal behavior of Ao2 (Fig. 5, left), vo (Fig. 3, bottom), and
8\/b (Fig. 6, right) that point out larger-amplitude motions
in El-Mb with respect to the other two myoglobins that we
attribute to an increased "flexibility" of this protein. The
temperature dependence of the spectral parameters relative
to El-Mb well correlates with the onset of the solvent process
(V) in the CO rebinding kinetics (together with the concomi-
tant decrease of the amplitude of process III; Fig. 10) and
with the thermal behavior of the activation enthalpy for pro-
cess IV (Figs. 8 and 9). The increased "flexibility" of El-Mb
with respect to Sw- and Ho-Mb is also supported by the
correlation between the low-temperature values of 86Xb
(Figs. 3 and 6) and the width of the activation enthalpies for
CO rebinding (Table 3). The low-temperature values of
VbW relative to El-Mb are smaller than those of Sw-Mb and
Ho-Mb (Figs. 4 and 5); on the other hand, the width of the
activation enthalpy distributions for CO recombination to
El-Mb are well below the -9 kJ/mol observed for the pocket
process of Sw-Mb and of Ho-Mb (Table 3). In particular, the
g(H) for process III, identified as the "classical pocket pro-
cess," has a width of about 6 kJ/mol, the same reported for
the ,B human hemoglobin chains (Table 3). This correlation
confirms previous studies from our groups (Di Iorio et al.,
1991), in which it was shown that narrow enthalpy distri-
butions for ligand binding correspond to low values of the
parameters that determine the width of optical bands and
which showed an inverse relation between the width of the
g(H) and of the spectral bands on one side and the "flex-
ibility" of the protein on the other.
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